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1. We shall study a quasilinear vibration system with two degrees of 
freedom 

The functions F1 and Fz are assumed to be analytic in their arguments 

in some region of their variation. The quantity p is a small parameter. 

The generating system (with p = 0) is a linear conservative system with 

constant coeffioients, where aI2 = azl, cl2 = czl. 

Let us assume that the frequency equation of the generating system 

has only positive roots. There are three cases possible: the vibration 

freipencies are different and commensurate, different and non-commensu- 

rate, and equal. 

2. Let us look more closels at the case of different and commensurate 

frequencies. Let R@+ = a202 where aI and m2 are positive integers. In 
this case there exists a periodio solution of the generating system with 
8 frequency o. and a period Te 

Let us assume that the original nonlinear system (1.1) has a periodic 

solution with a period T = T,, + o, wbioh becomes the generating solution 
with p = 0. Let us construct this solution. 
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The solution of the generating system can be represented in the form 

x10 (t)=A,cos olt + % ;I sin 01t + B, cos 025 

( 
B 

zzD (t) = P1 A, cos o1 t-j- $ sin 01 t 
> 

+ pJ& cos Wzt (2.1) 

Terms with sin k+ f do not enter the solution for an appropriate choice 
of measuring time t. The values p1 and pp are determined by the formulas 

CIl - or2 a11 CZl-- q.2 a21 

Pp = - 
- or2 a12 

=- 
Cl-2 Gz2 - @,.'a22 

(r=l, 2) (2.2) 

As shown in [3 I, the initial conditions for the system (1.1) will be 

XI (0) = A, -I- PI + Eo + Pa, &I (0) = &I + Pz 

xz (0) = PI (A, f PII + PZ (4 + I3311 "2(O) = Pl(Ro+ P2) (2.31 

The quantities pl, & and /!I3 are functions of p which vanish at p = 0. 
Then, according to [ 31 the solution of the original system (1.1) can be 
represented in the form 

z1 (1) = z(l) (t) + .@) (t), 22 (t) = PlX(‘) (t) + p22@) (t) (2.4) 

The expansions of z(l) (t) and z(* ) (t) in powers of the parameters ,8,. 

4’ & and p are of the form 

Bo+ P2 ~9 (t) = (A, + PI) co.5 01 t + 7 sin Olt + (2.5~ 

+ 2 [c,(l)(t) + qg p1 + ag’ p2 + Eg p3 + ; 7-&2+...] pn 
n=1 

x@)(t) = (a, $ 33)cos c&t + 

+ li[ ac t2) Q)(t) + -LL 
ac c2) ac c2) 1 aw C2) 

aA, h+ + 2+ -&P"+~+#+... 1 IL” 
Tl=l 

The values of C,,(‘)(t) and C,(*) (t) are determined by means of the 
f ormu 18s 

1 
t 

c,(1’(*)= A0 (oa” - o12) WI ~ \ 
’ R,(l) (t’) sintil(2 - t’) dt’ 

(2.6) t 

where 

R,@) (1) = (&a - CO;+>)& (t)-(G12- ~p2Qz) Hen(t) (r = 1,2) (2.7) 

A, = ale2 - a12021 (2.8) 



The oslues~ Wln( t) and H,,(t) which anfer Parmula (2.7) are equal to 

Exgli~itly, the first three funct;ions of 

(5=X,2) 

H;,(r> are 

ibe of tfxaae CuRditio~s, far instmca the parfoc;rfcftg c#xldftion for 
qft), will be used far the determination of the x~~rameter in: as 811 

implicit function of the remaining parameter5 

We shall seek the vaXue of a in the form of a series in integral, 
powers of thtase f~~~t~~~a. Sfnce a: approaches zero as p = 0, and sirrce 
the derivatives of any order of Q with respeat to #.$, & and & are equal 
to zero for t = Tii and p = 0, the expansion of a has the form 
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By successively differentiating the equation ;l(To + a) = 3, + & 
with respect to p we find 

aa ! i = 2_ c, (To) =N1(T,) qio Pl 
(3.3) 

(@= &(T,,)+~;~&,)NI (To) - &~I~&~(C,)]= 2x2 (To) 

c13 (T,) +Cl, (To) NI (To) + ~GI (To) Ni” (To) + i Qd'13 (To) - 

- BooI N1 (To) N2 (To) $- till (To) Nz (TO)]= 6N3 (To) etc. 

where 

PI = Aoo12 + 1!%~02~, Ql = Aow4 + EowJ 

The condition for the existence of the expansion (3.2) is the inequal- 

ity PI f 0. 

By expanding in terms of the parameter a the left-hand sides of the 
remaining periodicity conditions and substituting into them the (z’s from 
Formula (3.2) we obtain for j = 1, 2. 3 

co z[ aMjn aM. dMjn 1 a2iwj, 
Mjn(TO)f m p1+ yjg- Pz + yqg- P3 + ym PI" + . .. Pn =o 

I (3.4) 
n=1 

Now we compute in all three conditions the first three coefficients 
of the powers of the parameter CL. The coefficients of the first power of 
p are 

MII PO) = Cl1 (To) + BoNl (To) 

M21Vo) = C21Po) + PIBONI (To) 

M31(To)= C~I(TO)---P,N~(TO) 

(3.5) 

The coefficients of the second power of p are 

M12(7’o)=Gz(To) + BoNaP'o) + $ JW'I~G'O) 

A422 (To) = C22 (To) + PIBON~ (To) + $ P2N12(To) 

M32 (To) = 822 (To) - P2N2 (To) + i;,, (To) Nl (To) - + plBow2 N12 (To) 

(3.6) 

The coefficients of the third power of ,u are 

(3.7) 

Mn,(To)= Cl3 (To) + BoNs (To) + PINI N2(To)-;& (To) NIP + ;:- Bo w2N13(To) 

MS (To) = Czs (To) + p1Bd’s (To) + P2 Nl (To) N2 (To) - + %21 (To) N12 (To) + 
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-k f p&Q N13 (To) 

+ i;, O-0) N-2 (To) + 

The following notation was used in the above formulas: 

Pz = prAoQ@ 5 p&a 02, Qa = prAool* -i- p&o4 

4. Let us assume that the parameters PI, & and & can be expanded in 

series 

PI = ; Anyn, @-if 

?%=I ta=l ?I==1 

Substitute the values of these parameters into Formula (3.4) and 
equate to zero the coefficients of equal powers of Jo, Equating to zero 
the coefficients of the first power of P yields in all three conditions 

~~l(~a~ = 07 ~21(~0) = 0, 

From these three equations the coefficients 
We shall call these equations the equations of 
tndes. 

By equating to zero the coefficients of the 
obtain 

MS1 (To) = 0 t4.21 

Aa, B6 and E6 are obtained. 
the fundamental ampli- 

second powers of P we 

If the Yaeobian 

then one can determine the coefficients AI, 31 and E, from Equations 

(4.31. 

By equating to zero the coefficients of the third powers of p we obtain 
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and two other analogous equations. From these equations we find the 

coefficients AZ, B2 and Ea. Further conditions are also linear equations 
in A,, B,, and E,. Thus the coefficients A,, B, and E, are determined 
successively from systems of three linear equations with one and the same 
determinant equal to the above Jacobian. If this Jacobian goes to zero. 

then for the existence of periodic solutions, it is necessary that the 
Jacobian matrix and the expanded matrix resulting from the addition of a 
column with the free terms of the equations have one and the same rank. 
For the determination of the coefficients Al, B1 and E, one needs here an 
equation not lower than of second degree. Thus the vanishing of the 

Jacobian denotes either the absence of a periodic solution or a bifurca- 
tion of the generating solution. 

If Equations (4.2) are satisfied identically, then the solvability of 
an infinite system of equations in A,, B, and Es will be tied to the non- 
vanishing of the Jacobian 

D (Mm M-22, Mm) 
D (A,, %i &I 

etc. 

Once the coefficients 
rection of the period in 
the values of 161, & and 
powers of p. We obtain 

A ,,, B, and E, are known, one can find the cor- 
the form of a power series in cc. We substitute 
& into Formula (3.2) and collect terms of equal 

The first three coefficients h,, h, and h, have the values 

For the construction of a periodic solution of the system (1.1) with 

a period that is not dependent on the parameter p we perform a change of 
the dependent variable by means of the formula 

t = z (1 + hip + hapa + . .) (4.7) 

and we shall seek the solution in terms of the function r. This solution 
will have a period equal to To. 

By substituting t from Formula (4.7) into the functions Gin(t), 
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cos at and sin tit and expanding them into series in p we obtain 

cos Ot = cos at - hlwt sin oz p- (h,oz sin oz + + h~%.fW cos wt) pL2 + . 

sin mt = sin 0Z + hloz cos 6x p+ (h,ot cos oz - f h1%.h2 sin oz)p* -j- . . 

The functions x,(t) and x2(t) will be represented in the form of 
series of integral powers of the parameter p 

where 
(4.8) 

xIn(z) = “n(l) (z) + z,(2) (z), xtn (r) = (I) PPn (z) + p*x,@) (z) (4.9) 

The generating solution is determined by Formula (2.1). For the 
following two coefficients we obtain 

(4.10) 

xl(‘)(zj = Al cos olz + 2 sinolr+ Cl(l) (z) - h,z (A,ol sin 01T - B, cos olz) 

q(2) (t) = E, cos 02z + C1@) (z) - hl~Eo~p sin 02z 

6C (1’ 
x2(l) (z) = A2 cos 01T + 2 sin mlt + Ct(l) (Z) +A1 -&- 

Xl(l) X,(1’ 
- 

0 + B1 r3B, f El J-@- 

+ h&l(‘) (z) - z [ol (hIAl + &I,) sin tilt -- @I&+ h2B,,) cos qz] - 

- i h12r201 (A,ol cos 0.117 + BO sin wlr) 

x1(2’ 
x2(2) (t) = E2 cos 02~ + C$‘) (z) + AI r 

ac1(2’ x1(2) 
o + BI ago + El do + ~‘CI(~) (r) - 

0 

- m2 (hlEI + h2E,) sin 02z - $ h12~2~p2E, cos tipt 

The problem of the determination of the radius of convergence of the 
series derived in this paper has not been studied. 

5. Now we turn to the second case. where the frequencies o1 and w2 
are different but non-commensurate. A periodic solution of the generat- 
ing system can be achieved with one of these frequencies. We shall seek 
a periodic solution of the original nonlinear system (1.1). which, for 
instance, turns into the generating system for p = 0 with the frequency 

01 
x10 (t) = A, cos Olt, x20 (t) =I p& cos o1t (5.1) 

This is a single-parameter family of solutions. The initial conditions 
for the system (1.1) will be in this case 
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x1 (0) = A0 -t Ply L&(O) = 0, x2 (0) = Pl (A, + Pl), & (0) = 0 (5.2) 

The given case is a special case of the previous one and the solution 
for it can be obtained from formulas derived for the first case by let- 
ting there 

H,, = 0, E,=O (n=O, 1, a,...); Cl,(l) = c, (l’ (% c,(t) = P1Q) (9 

Consequently. the solution of the original system (1.1) in the case of 
different but non-commensurate frequencies will be of the form 

Xl(L) = x(l) (t), 22 (1) = p1x(l) (t) (5.3) 

The analysis of the given solution for systems with one degree of 
freedom [ 2 I can be applied entirely to the present case. 

6. Let us study the case of equal frequencies OI = o2 = 0. It is known 
that in this case the following relation holds between the coefficients 
of the equations of the generating system: 

Cl1 Cl2 c-L2 
-= -Ex - z w2 
all a12 a22 

The original system (1.1) takes on the form 

. . 

. . 

Because of the autonomous quality of the system one can let t,(6) = 6. 

Then the solution of the generating system will have the form 

B 

The initial conditions for the original system (1.1) will be 

xl(o)~-.l”+pl, . x1 (0) = Bo i pz, 1% (0) = E, i iL 2* (0) = 0 (6.3) 

In this case the expansions of the functions x,(t) and x,(t) in terms 

of the parameters j5’1, &, & and p are of the form 
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21fq = MO + pl)cos~t + 
Bo + P2 -sinwt + 0 

+ 5 [ c,,(t) + 2 p1+ agjf Pz + 2 P3 + 
g5_p2+...],- 

?l=l 

The functions Cln(t) and C,,(t) can be found by means of the formula 

- t’) dt’ fi=l, 2) (6.5) 

The quantities Hin*it) are determined by means of Formulas (2.11) 
where the functions Fi should be replaced by Fi*. 

In order to find the coefficients Nn and k”i, for a given case it is 
necessary to make the following substitutions in the above-obtained 
formulas for the case of different and commensurate frequencies: 

PI = A&, Q= A&+, PZ = I&6$* Qz = E*04, pr = 0 

The coefficients of the series which represent the solution x,(t) and 

x,(t) in the given case will equal 
. 

‘Clnw = ~;l)w, 22n(Z) = zp)(T) W) 

t0 

to 

1. 

2. 

Here, instead of the quantities Cn”‘(r) and C,(2lfr 1 it is necessary 
substitute the quantities Cla{r 1 and CZnC? 1, respectively, according 
Formula (6.5). and 01 and o2 should be replaced by o. 
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